AHDH's Mission Report: Winter 2018,
Preparations for Summer 2018 Mission
(Version française, après l’anglaise)

New Orléans, LA
March 13, 2018

Dear Members, Volunteers &
Friends of AHDH & Haiti:
On behalf of the Executive Committee of AHDH, Inc., we take, once more, an immense pleasure
to share with you our latest mission report, AHDH’s Winter 2018 Medical & Educational
Mission Report, our 71st since 1986, which took place from February 9 thru 26, 2018.
As usual, a real challenge to reflect fully such an infusion of blessings along our humble 31 year
old AHDH, as each mission keeps on expanding, by ITS grace, with more and more solidly
motivated strong souls. This trip, a total of 44.The crowd you ever want to be with from from
several US states, and an inspiring mosaic of backgrounds: Egypt, Belize, Brazil etc., or just
from the town next door, Jacmel, or further out Port-Au-Prince, from the central area of Haiti etc.
So many talents, so many gifted, generous colleagues and friends of AHDH, how privileged to
be in such company.

Today, we are very tempted to use a sort of chronological order, as we suspect you might have a
more concrete take on the mission, and it may be easier for the editor. You be the judge.
All we want is share with you the AHDH experience, some of us are privileged to have been part
of who for the last 31 years, some for the last 26 years, the last 16 years etc...
Friday, February 9: 24 of us landed in PAP, 4 already in the country, waiting for us, days
before. A 15 minutes flight, with MAF (Thanks, Benita, Gary..), …

…we are in Jacmel (with its beautiful new terminal, but still with a land strip awaiting extension for larger
planes), where our vans are waiting (Thanks Claude, below, left, white top; Elie, right and Fanfan)

A pleasant 40 minutes drive up in the mountains of La Vallée de Jacmel, west of Jacmel, we are
at the Auberge du Mont St. Jean:

After a relaxing night, Saturday morning, it is time to:
1-Don our jeans and start preparing for the busy week ahead: cleaning the ORs:
Ophthlmologists: Welcome back Benjeil E.MD:(below left with team leader, Anika M.), and below
right: John D. right green top, and Shan T. anesthesio, white top.

While at the clinic,below left, Tenesha B., OD. (Welcome back, and Thanks for introducing
Barbara M. See OB-Gyn pg. 18) and Beatriz M., and Stephanie M., below right, unpacking and
getting ready for the Monday crowd.

Main OR: Welcome back home: Sandra B.R., RN, (below left) on her 50th (?) trip, since 1991,
and a good dancer also (below right); Diane L.,RN, (below, 2nd row) on her 15th year precisely this
month: Can’t be any better qualified as “Senior Angels”. We miss husband, Leroy C. and his
music,so did the Church Choir, the 2 High schools who were ready for him

And a special Welcome to the AHDH Family, Shan T. MD, Anesthesiologist (below),who
wastedno time to take charge.We pray he will adopt our mission, as we are already under the
charm of his extraordinary demeanor and wisdom.

..The different clinics, unpack and get our pharmacy, well suppied thanks to unwavering
support from P.I., Blessings International MAP and Savoy Medical Center, well furnished.
Welcome back Suzan V. , pharmacist (below left, yellow top, meet husband later on with eye group) and
welcome to your new home, Melina T.(ultrasonog., orange top,we shall meet also later at ultrasound)

….Preparing the Recovery Room: Nicole V.M., MD, center, directing our recent RN graduates
from UNDH,which you will meet at every clinic (see Summer 2017 Mission Report, for that big
celebration for the La Vallée graduating youth)

and the domain of Madeline M-D, RN’s (below left), “Senior Angel” for a decade and half now

2- Dispatch an eye team to CME (Centre Medical Emmanuel), in Cayes Jacmel, under the
directorship of a long time supporter of AHDH’s mission, surgeon Dr. Louis P., is ready for
them, for consultation, recruitment for surgery: Left to right: Hostess, Mrs. Wilbert, Stephanie
M.(Opht. Tech.),Peter V. (Pharm), Tenesha B.(Opto), Linsey W. .(Opht. Tech.), Weber P.L.(cytol),
Michelle I.G., MD, Ange L. (Commuity leader), Muhammed E., MD and Beatriz M.

Welcome back Muhammed E.,MD, below right, and as promised is back with fiancée, Beatriz
M., readily put to work.We’re still look forward to welcoming mom & dad (MDs) in the furture.

.
Welcome back also Peter V., Pharm.; we missed you
over the last couple of years …
-------
And Michelle I.B., MD, below left, flower top (on
many fronts, see below, La Montagne clinic, pg.19)

And as promised Tenesha B.,Optom., below, pink top, is back, and with company (see, Barbara M.
rd
at Ob-Gyn Clinic, pg. 18), Weber P.L., Cytol, on his 3 mission, everywhere he is needed, and
st
Welcome Stephanie M. (below, 1 from left) to the AHDH family mission .

Came the evening, back to the Auberge, it was time to convene and enjoy a well earned (in ITS
eyes, we hope) diner, partake a good typical Haitian cuisine and …

Celebrating Weber’s birthday:Thanks again for celebrating your “13th “(finally a teenager) with
us.

Sunday: was mass time and completing of the cleaning and preparations for the week ahead,
while additional staff joined: Welcome back Drs. Marie May L.F., General Surgery, Phoebe
Jovin, ENT, CRNAs Nadeige D., and Stephanie P. and for the first time, Hamiltong P. Surgery.

Monday morning: The crowd is at the rendez-vous:

So was our staff:

Eyes (Ophthalmology): In just one week, 832 patients were seen at the clinics, 400 pairs of new
reading glasses and brand new distance glasses, dispensed; 58 surgery cases performed (despite the
electric power we faced, see page 23), thanks in large part to the brand new portable autorefractor that
was purchased with the fundraiser initiated by group leader, Anika M.; besides providing transporttation for patients that were seen at our off-site clinics who needed surgery at our home base.
Clinic: Our recent RN graduates (below ,left, Audith J.L., and right, Osner A.) are busy developping
specific skills, Nicole V.M., MD(white top), leading, and patients calmly waiting for turn.

While the OR was ready as well, or Dr. Benjil E. will show you the way: below left and right

So was John D. MD, below left, and staff, Linsey W. below right

And Muhammed E., MD

While more being screened and patiently waiting their turn, encouraged by administration staff
(Renald P., below left)

And grateful patients honoring our staff (Dr. Anika M., leader of the group, first from left) and next row:

Stepnanie M., Benjeil H., Roberta R., Tenesha B., Mohammed E., Lindsey W., Beatriz M., AnikaM.,John D.

We would like to insert this special note to share with you how delighted we were to
welcome back Dr. Ritza E-C., Ophthalmo, who offered the strongest support to our
program a few moons ago. We apologize for not having a photo available.At her next visit,
it certainly will be the first photo we will ask our photographers to shoot.

Main OR: 21 general surgeries, 2 gynecologic surgeries
Once more AHDH was blessed with a full surgery staff: 3 general surgeons, 1 Ob-Gyn:
-Marie May L-F, MD, (affectionately called M&M), below, left and right, who untiringly, since
2010, barely miss any of our missions. We love our Dr. M&M.

And she doesn’t intend to keep to herself what she loves: A colleague of hers, Hamiltong P. MD,
(below, left and right) had almost no choice, but to come and experience AHDH mission: Very
professional, skillful. Hope a future “Senior Angel”. Welcome again Dr. P.

ENT: And as a year ago we stated “If you have had an opportunity to read our mission reports
before, you must remember our excitement, a few years ago, when for the first time we could
find an ENT doc to join us”. Dr. Phoebe J.(below, center, with Dr. E.H) didn’t just join us for a trip,
adopt our mission. Welcome back!

We will not fail to mention the brief participation of Louis P., surgeon, (see Cayes-Jacmel above, a strong
supporter of AHDH mission over a decade, but who could not stay for long.
Our beloved CRNAs, from central Haiti, would not miss it either: Below, left to right, Stephanie P. and
Nadeige D. who have been very faithful to our mission over the last 5-6 years. Mercis encore fieres
compatriots. We missed your buddy, Vilia L., (Scrub tech).

We know much can’t be done either without Sandra, below left, and Diane, below right

Internal Medicine/Family Practice/Pediatrics:
Once more, Coordinatrice Anisa S., MD, Geriatrics Medicine (below. Left, and right visiting local
st
school with Milena T.Ultrasonographer, see further in page20) did a difficult job for the success of our 71
mission, while offering medical care..Diabetes, hypertension, preop consultation etc.

We can not be more grateful to see her invest so much energy for the last several trips, besides
initiating what we call the Ohio Frontiers, which have brought so much support to the mission,
from her friends and organization from that area…MOCHA, Dr. Sophia D-A.. There is no doubt
she is more than entitled to join the group of “Senior Angel” (angelos: messanger).

Among her Ohians, we have been priviledged to have join us several times also, Angela A-H.,
MD, Fam. Practice (below left, white top), aided, for translation, by Mrs. Yolande P-B., (former
expatriate, back home). Dr. Angela A-H, has been investing every minute of herself to see the
children, the future of La Vallee and Haiti. Thanks Angela you are leaving legacy in HIS fields.

2rd generation Haitian-Americans: A very sweet surprise to this trip was the participation of
Mrs. Gerta V. and her daughter, Ramona V., MD, Emergency Medicine Physician (below left), our

very first ED specialist in our mission. We tried our best not to burden her, but we couldn’t hide
our extreme hope she will help us build that department at Hopital St. Joseph. She is not sure yet,
but we are praying on it, and we bet on the good job mom has done so well which brought her
here today, and the photo below, left, seems to reassure us also:Welcome home Dr. V

OB_GYN:

Tens of patients seen (with 47 Pap; 3 colpo-biopsies):

As the crowd was also at the rendez-vous (below, left), we had nothing to worry about, as we were once
more blessed with help: A NP-F, Barbara M., (below right, blue top) was in charge while training one of
our recent graduates, Marie Florence J.(below right, green top)

She wasted no time enjoying her new environment (below left with Milena, see Ultrasonographie, pg. ) as
she intends to adopt AHDH as her favorite mission and we can’t be more grateful to Tenesha B., O.D.,
who kept her promise to come back and bring company (below right, green stripe top)

Thursday was LA MONTAGNE clinics day: As mentioned in the last 2 previous Mission Reports,
a new “frontier” in AHDH mission was opened a year ago by our colleague Michelle I-G., MD, Rehab.
strongly supported by Weber P-Ls.(2nd row, right). New site we have dreamed of for years, but when
Michelle found out one of her best friends had retired there, all the pieces were falling in place: Below,
left, Michelle and friend, Olga Ludmilla J., RN. And Michelle meant it with all her heart, for her country.

And the rest is history, as they say: Giant clinic every 3 months. By His Grace, La Montagne will be more
and more covered
:B

Father of Imaging at H.St.J, back home:
Mike B., Faculty at BRCC, AHDH’s extraordinary blessing since November 2003, is back home,
and, almost like Bill Cosby put it, with (pleasant)company:A colleague of him, Ultrasonographer
Melina T., (below left): A graduate from his school in Baton Rouge,she didn’t waste any time to
just take over, giving him the relief he so well deserves: She is in the OR (below right, scanning a
nd
kid’s eye, with Ophtalmo doc), taking charge of Mike’s students :2 row, Jeannot D. (right) and recent
RN graduate, Narline P.(center). We know how elated Mike is: one of his pet dreams, connecting
La Vallee and Baton Rouge academically, slowly but surely shaping up. We will make it Mike,
with your perseverance and AHDH’s sharing the same dream. Mille Mercis encore.

As Melina came all equipped to spoil her patients with gift: below right

Then two other birthdays were in order: Lindsey W.(below left) and Gerta V. (featured abobe, pg. 18)

A special group of AHDH’s mission supporter: fellow former or current expatriates not
bargaining their support for translation when in town: Yolande P-B.,(see page 17) and Louise L.,
(below left) who don’t miss any chance to pitch in their support. (being hugged by Sandra)

TUESDAY, 2nd day of mission a major challenge faced us: Electrical Power gone
Our beloved, 30 KW, 11 year old generator (red in back ground), a gift from the Florence Mauboule
Charity (Crowley, LA), got closer to its life expectancy, broke down on us.
Which put to an uncomfortable still all our ORs, as the surgeons are nervously waiting.
It was time for Community Solidarity to be put in motion: After our small home units, (below, yellow )
Yolande P.B. (mentioned above, page17 ) and husband Leon, right away responded; brought in their 10
Kw (below, green unit), while Joel K., entrepreneur in Jacmel joined the effort also with another 10
Kw.(below, 2nd row, left). It was an opportunity for community solidarity to be expressed at its best.
Thanks so much.

But, above all, the engineer was in the house, once more. Assisted by our photographer and handyman,
Carl V. (above right, blue top) and Illfrance T., orderly
Do we need to present Georges L., as he is been featured in every one of our mission reports, since he
adopted AHDH’s mission with the Winter 2008 one. The diagnostic of the current problem was made
(water pump gone) and part ordered in Port-Au-Prince, but we had to wait...”mardi-grassing” .
We know, it’s past time for a new unit and we are trying our best.

No word can thank you, Georges. Mille mercis for every piece of love to the mission.
Please, help if you can. We already have an estimate (pro format, $10,000).

Outpatient Clinics status: It’s hard to figure any one more disappointed than us. The progress of
the constructions is most disappointing. reflecting the general conditions of the country, which, in the first
place brought some of us back home in 1986. (below, left, general view from the hospital, and right,
inside, the general waiting area).

We tried to understand...the general difficulties of the country to buy materials, etc., but serious
meetings had to be had, quite a few dots were to be put on the “I”s, and time now is for progress
or else. Deadlines are set: In 6 months the first floor must completed, and roof underway.
We hope our fundraiser efforts will continue and we will be ready for Phase-4 funds.

Our students at Université Notre Dame d’Haiti, Jacmel Campus:
Now, our 14 RN students have graduated with their diplomas, and you can see them mentioned
above, throughout every facet of our medical care.
A special thanks to all the “parrains and marraines” who accepted such load along AHDH over
the last 4 years.
We have now 3 sophomore Accounting/Management students doing very well (a fourth one
could not make the grades), and we are already drawing their post graduate road, see “Team-2”
below, with an experience manager from Fribourg, Switzerland, on his way.
Big Thanks again to Rickie and Ronda J., Nilam and Jagmohan B, and AXA.
You are role models. Thanks for sharing their dream. Those future professionals are most
grateful.
Again: Remember there is no such thing as a small act of kindness. Every act creates ripple
effect with no logical end.
You are no more just ordinary people, when you are doing such extraordinary things!!

Team-2: February 17-26.

On the medical front, Team-2 was dedicated to continue Ob-Gyn clinic services, with maximum
use of our recent RN graduates, with emphasis on offering the best screen to all the pregnant
patients with ultrasonographic evaluation, lab etc.… sorting out High Risk vs. Low Risk; as the
abnormal Pap Smear patients from the Fall 2017 mission, and before, are offered colposcopy and
biopsy/conization as needed.
Now, let’s take a pause to renew our gratitude to a colleague, A. Claude L. MD, Pathologist, in
Port-Au-Prince, who graciously, untiringly offers his support to the mission for the last 10 years.
Mille Mercis, Claude.
The rest of the time was business/administrative time, meetings with CODEVA, management
students, Rotary Club of Jacmel etc.
With the intense search of Charles R. (below,1st from left), expatriate living in Switzerland for
decades, president of Solidarité Fribourg-Haiti (SFH), another ball of positive energy is being
added to AHDH’s mission.
SFH must be a familiar name now for some readers of our mission reports.
Since January 2010 a strong, intense, synergistic relationship developed between AHDH and
SFH, be it when we decided to acquire the land next to the hospital, where currently the
Outpatients Clinics is been built; find the funds for the construction, and more recently joining
CODEM to build reservoirs on top of the wells drilled by CODEM with the support of Water for
Life (go to www.AHDHhaiti.org, click on Mission Reports and choose Winter 2017, and go to page 14)
the only concrete, serious response to the cholera plight etc.
One promise from SFH was to search an expert in management, to bring our management
students to par and ready to assume the management of their own village hospital.
Promise kept: Mr. Philippe B., (below, 2nd from left) is ready and made his exploratory trip with
us and is enchanted with his new mission in life, as his expertise triggers interest at many levels:
Besides the management of the hospital, is highly interested the Vocational School of the
Brothers, the farmers/entrepreneurs (Vanite and Ange L., below 3rd and 4th from left), and
possibility of cooperation of Jacmel and Fribourg Rotary clubs. (below, 2nd row)

It is such a blessed privilege to witness great dreams unfolding.
Like the other one said, with other words, it is already a success to be close to the mountain top,
even if we don’t quite make it to the Promised Land yet.

So much positive energy can but open up better days for the future generations, as best as we can
read history of humanity.
Mille Mercis Charles R, and glad to welcome you, dans la famille AHDH, Philippe B.
A bientot, in May, if all our plans go as we wish and pray for.

Mission Support Angels:MSA: Our new category of “Angels” who can’t make it for the
mission but dedicate so much effort to its success…medical supplies and equipment, financial
support for our meal voucher program, CRNA’s (nurse anesthetist) stipends. We take great
pleasure (and pride) for your friendship. A few to mention:
1-Alcon: Our ophthalmology performance (hundreds of cataract surgeries) would not have been possible
without you. Thank you so much.
2-Plenty International, religiously takes charge of about half of our medicines bill, usually via
3-Blessings International who offered us a special discount; and
4- MAP International
5-The Florence Mauboule Foundation (Crowley, LA)
6-Jonathan Z., MD (new operating microscope for eye surgeries)
7- Nicole V.M., MD.
8- Savoy Medical Center: John P.’s and Cheryl L.’s kindness to process our orders is well appreciated
9- Eurydice M. and Herb L.
10-Yvette H. (RN), (for the medical supplies)
11-Angela A-H, MD.
12-Diane L. RN
13-Claire M., RN
14- Sharon S. Pharm.
15- Mr. Ted , Mrs. Judy C. and Dean B.
16-AND so many more, for their prayers and good wishes

And to ALL of you, praiseworthy volunteers, thank you for your extraordinary
accomplishments.
We know you had to sacrifice a lot to be with us –vacation, family obligations, financial
resources, you name it - but it is so heartwarming to see that you chose the Preferential Option

for the Poor and Vulnerable - enhancing a little bit more solidarity across our little fragile blue
planet.
There are no words to thank you.
And I am sure you all know HE is taking ample note of your acts (James 2:20 and Mat. 25:14 on)
and His blessings will be visiting you – but most of the time in very subtle ways.

Un gros merci encore à tous !!
Très Cordialement,
Charles
(Charles René, M.D., F.A.C.O.G
Co-Founder, Treasurer, Director of Projects in Haiti
Association Haïtienne de Développement Humain,Inc.)
www.haitiahdh.org
chasrene46@bellsouth.net)

P.S: Summer 2018 Medical Mission, # 72: June 22 – July1 (Team-1) and June
30 thru July 7 (Team-2).
Please, HURRY, call or send a note AS SOON AS POSSIBLE if you intend to
join, as we have Team-1 aBOUT full, before this report is even out: 26 already
have registered.
Please, help us get better and better organized by registering early.

===========================
Version francaise
La Nouvelle-Orléans,
Le 13 mars 2018
Chers Membres, Volontaires et Amis de l'AHDH et d’Haïti :
Un gros Bonjour !
Au nom du Comité des Directeurs de l'AHDH, Inc., je prends grand plaisir à partager avec
vous cette note qui adressera notre dernière mission médicale et éducative, Mission Hiver 2018, notre
71ème, depuis 1986, qui vient d’avoir lieu du 9 au 26 février 2018.

INEFFABILISIMO !!

(Plus qu’Ineffable!)

Difficile de trouver un mot qui puisse englober l’entièreté de cette dernière tournée médicale: Tant de
talents, de bienfaits, d’humanisme, tout a contribué à en faire une autre mission de très mémorable.

A partir de ce paragraphe, vu les difficultés techniques à insérer toutes les photos déjà
présentées ci-dessus, on va compter sur l’indulgence des rares lecteurs qui ont des
difficultes avec l’anglais, de nous faire signe pour la traduction française.
Cordialement,
Charles

===========================================
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